Long read sequencing is increasingly being used to determine eukaryotic genomes.
established that even with state-of-the-art tools, nanopore methods alone are insufficient to generate sequence of a sufficient accuracy to merit inclusion in public databases.
Background
Drechmeria coniospora is an obligate parasitic fungus belonging to the order of Hypocreales. This fungus forms spores that adhere to the cuticle of a range of different nematodes to infect them [1] . We adopted D. coniospora strain ATCC-96283, derived from a strain isolated in Sweden, as a model pathogen for Caenorhabditis elegans 20 years ago [2] . We have cultured this strain, referred to here as Swe1, continuously since then, using it to understand innate immune mechanisms in its nematode host [3, 4] .
As part of our characterization of the interaction between D. coniospora and C. elegans, in 2013, we extracted DNA from our laboratory strain of the time (referred to here as Swe2), and determined its genome. Despite attempts to complete the assembly, the Swe2 genome remained fragmented, with an N50 of 3.86 Mb [5] . In addition to the genome of Swe2, a second D. coniospora genome is available (referred to here as Dan2) [6] , derived from a strain related to a Danish isolate (Dan1; Figure 1) . Although corresponding to a chromosome level assembly, this latter genome still contains large inserts (up to 500 kb) of undetermined sequence. In this study, we used Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT) long-read sequencing to assemble complete fungal genomes. This revealed that the 2 isolates (Swe1 and Dan1) display strikingly different levels of genomic stability. It also allowed us to characterize the continuing challenges to using only ONT long-read sequencing for genome assembly.
Result
An all-against-all in silico genome comparison of the 2 publicly available D. coniospora genome sequences, for Dan2 [6] and Swe2 [5] , indicated the presence of extensive genomic rearrangements (Figure 2A ). These could reflect real differences or assembly errors in one or both genomes. We directly confirmed one major rearrangement by PCR ( Figure 2B , C), suggesting that the differences could be real. To characterise this genomic plasticity, we determined the genomes of 3 strains related to the 2 that had been sequenced previously ( Figure 1 ). We used ONT nanopore sequencing to generate long reads and current assembly tools to construct chromosome level assemblies for all 3 strains ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Manual curating allowed complete mitochondrial genomes to be predicted from the concatenated assembly generated by Canu [7] . All 3 nuclear genomes were divided in 3 similarly sized chromosomes, an unusual arrangement for such a fungus, as previously noted by Zhang et al. for Dan2 [6] . For the 2 strains related to Swe2, there was almost complete synteny of their nuclear genomes. Inspection of the one anomalous region in Swe1 where synteny broke down revealed that it was supported by only one long read (215 kb) and corresponded to a local discontinuity in the read coverage, as well as a break in the alignments between Canu-generated contigs and unitigs. All these factors indicated that this was an assembly artefact with a contig misassembled erroneously on the basis of an individual very long chimeric read ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ). The same was true for the distinct unique non-syntenic region of the Swe3 assembly ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). Notably the original chimeric read on which this misassembly was based was not detected by current tools, although in reads recalled by Guppy (see Methods) it was flagged as anomalous. This is an indication of the continuing improvement to base-calling tools.
When these regions were manually corrected, Swe1 and Swe3 were entirely collinear ( Figure 3A ). These 2 genomes have 3 almost equally sized chromosomes (8.5 Mb, 11.6 Mb, 11.6 Mb), each with identifiable telomeric [8] and centromeric regions, indicating that the overall genome structure has remained constant over 20 years of laboratory culture.
This allowed us then to use the Swe1 sequence to scaffold the fragmented Swe2 genome ( Figure 3B ). To our great satisfaction, we were able to produce an entirely collinear chromosome scale assembly. Thus it appears that there were no assembly errors in the published Swe2 genome, it was simply incompletely scaffolded. This applies equally to the genomic regions containing copies of some mitochondrial genes that we previous suggested might indicate assembly errors. They were revealed to be accurate; D. coniospora has nuclear paralogous copies of 10 mitochondrial proteincoding and 15 tRNA genes. These results give further support to the existence of longterm stability of the genome of the Swe1 isolate.
A whole genome comparison between Swe1 and Dan2, however, revealed multiple and extensive genome rearrangements, involving intra-and inter-chromosomal translocations and inversions ( Figure 3C ). When we compared Dan1 and Dan2, we were surprised to find 2 major events of reciprocal exchange of chromosome ends, and an intra-chromosomal inversion ( Figure 3D ). These events were supported in a coherent and consistent manner by all the available data ( Supplementary Fig. S4 ). As the Dan2 assembly is of high confidence, supported by long reads and optical mapping [6] , given the short time of in vitro culture that separates it from Dan1, this suggests that the genome of the Dan1 isolate is not stable.
In alignments of the sequence of Swe1, generated using only nanopore reads, with that of Swe2, there were stretches of complete nucleotide identity extending over more than 25 kb. This is a testament to the general reliability of nanopore sequencing. We wished, however, to determine whether the 3 new genomes were of sufficient quality to allow accurate gene prediction. We therefore identified the complete set of proteins identical in Swe2 and Dan2 corresponding to single copy, single exon genes (see Methods). These would be expected to be present in the newly assembled Swe1, Swe3 and Dan1 genomes. Indeed, using these 305 genes as a query, we could identify homologous sequences for each in all 3 genomes. Only around 2/3 of the corresponding genes, however, were predicted to encode full-length proteins in the Swe1 and Swe3 genomes, falling to less than half for Dan1 ( Figure 4A ). While nanopore reads are very useful for genome assembly, they suffer from a high error rate, especially in homopolymer stretches. Sequence quality can be improved using polishing tools that aim to ameliorate consensus sequences generally by going back to raw reads and applying integrative algorithms [9] . In our case, applying current best practices, while providing a moderate improvement (up to 25% in the best case), did not take the prediction level beyond 85% accuracy. Again, the quality of the prediction seen with the Dan1 genome was strikingly lower than the other 2 genomes ( Figure 4A ).
Inspection suggested that the majority of errors were in homopolymer sequences, as expected, with nucleotide insertions and deletions leading to alterations of the reading frame. To investigate this poor homopolymer predictive performance systematically, we computed the number of G/C or A/T homopolymer stretches of at least 4 nucleotides for each of the 305 genes. We plotted these values, indicating the proportion of genes that encoded the expected full-length predicted protein for each of the 3 genomes. While there was the expected inverse relationship between accuracy and the number of homopolymer stretches, there were striking exceptions. Curiously some of these exceptions were specific to a single genome ( Figure 4B -D). Further, and unexpectedly, polishing introduced more nucleotide insertion errors than deletions, frequently on the basis of tenuous read support. Overall, however, there was no obvious pattern to explain why errors were introduced, given the underlying reads used to build the consensus sequence ( Supplementary Table S1 ).
During the inspection of the assembled and polished genomes, we found two other types of anomalies. The first concerned the regions flanking the nuclear genomic copies of mitochondrial genes, where polishing added short extraneous low complexity sequences (average length 15 nt, mainly As or Ts), for which, surprisingly there was no sequence support from the reads used by the assembler ( Figure 5A ). In the second case, for the Swe3 genome, a large (ca. 10 kb) region, with a complex sequence, well supported by available reads and present in the Canu-generated contigs and unitigs, was inexplicably excluded from the initial Canu assembly and only imprecisely restored by polishing ( Figure 5B ). These few regions were identified because of discontinuities in the depth of read coverage, which otherwise was remarkable constant across the complete genomes. With the resolution of these assembly errors, if not of sufficient sequence quality to allow accurate gene prediction, we were able to generate genomes of high overall structural quality using ONT long reads only.
Discussion and conclusion
Previous genome assemblies for D. coniospora required a combination of sequencing approaches [5, 6] . Here, using only long reads and Canu, we were able to generate chromosome-scale assemblies. The rare misassembled contigs, formed because of single very long chimeric reads, could be detected by read coverage anomalies and comparisons with unitigs, suggesting that solutions to avoid their creation could be implemented within Canu.
One clear and well-established advantage of using long reads is the possibility of resolving very extended stretches of complex tandem repeats (VeCTRs) [10] and other repetitive sequences including centromeres. These correspond to most of the breaks in the continuity of the published Swe2 genome. In addition to acrocentric regional centromeres, Zhang et al. reported the presence of a vestigial centromere from a putative chromosomal fusion event [6] . These were also found in the fully assembled Swe1 and Swe3 genomes, indicating that chromosomal fusions were present in the common ancestor of the Swe1 and Dan1 strains.
For Swe1, Swe3 and Dan1 we were able to reconstruct complete mitochondrial genomes, with features typical of fungi of the order Hypocreales. On the other hand, unlike Dan1 (and Dan2), the nuclear genomes of Swe1 and its derivatives Swe2 and Swe3, contained different numbers of copies of sequence very similar to parts of their own mtDNA. This type of event, more readily detectable with long reads, has been described in other fungal genomes [11] and must have occurred after the divergence of Dan1 and Swe1. Despite this genome plasticity, even after 20 years of continuous laboratory culture the Swe1 and Swe3 genomes were entirely collinear. This contrasts with the rearrangements seen between the Dan1 and Dan2 genomes that in principal should be from strains that have had little opportunity to diverge (L. Castrillo, Curator, ARS Collection of Entomopathogenic Fungal Cultures, personal communication). It will be interesting in the future to characterize the borders of the sites of reorganization to try to identify common sequence elements that could be involved, as well as the reasons for the marked difference in genomic stability between Dan1 and Swe1.
The accuracy of ONT long read sequencing is increasing because of improvements in the chemistry used, signal detection as well as base-calling [12] . Indeed, research groups are publishing and submitting to public sequence databases genomes for fungi, plants and animals based on nanopore sequencing alone (52 Eukaryotes and 99 Bacteria in GeneBank release 234 from the 10/14/2019). Despite good read depth, however, our assemblies were not of sufficient quality at the nucleotide level to allow accurate gene prediction. We therefore have chosen to make our sequence data accessible via our institutional website rather than pollute a public database like GenBank with an inaccurate nucleotide sequence, since low quality genomic sequences compromise the accuracy of sequence similarity searches in public databases. We expect to release the genomes to GenBank only after future short-read polishing.
Regarding the apparent sequence errors, the overwhelming majority were in homopolymer sequences. As noted above, these errors were not consistent across the sequenced genomes; even between Swe1 and Swe3 there were instances of widely differing rates of errors in orthologous genes, despite very similar underlying reads.
Indeed there was no clear pattern in the inaccuracies, which will render bioinformatics approaches to remedy this problem more difficult. On the other hand, the errors were more often over-prediction of homopolymer length, despite having a majority of reads supporting the correct sequence. It is possible that polishing tools have not kept pace with improvements in base-calling, leading to an over-compensation in the inference of homopolymer length.
In conclusion, long read sequencing provides a powerful way to assemble fully complex genomes with limited manual curation. In our case, it has revealed new information about genome plasticity in D. coniospora and provided a backbone that will permit future detailed study to characterize gene evolution in this important model fungal pathogen.
Methods

DNA extraction:
D. coniospora spores were cultured in liquid NGMY medium [13] at 37ºC for 5 days.
Fungal DNA was extracted according to a published protocol [14] , with the following modifications: instead of centrifugation to collect DNA after precipitation with isopropanol, we recovered the DNA filaments with a glass hook, washed and dried them as described [15] and resuspended the DNA without agitation in TE.
Nanopore sequencing library preparation:
Libraries were prepared for sequencing on GridION with the ligation sequencing kit SQK-LSK109. The GridION sequencing was run on flowcell version FLO-MIN 106 for XX hours and MinKNOW v X.XX.X, using XX ng of DNA.
Basecalling, adaptor trimming and chimeric read detection:
For a first assembly, reads were basecalled at the EMBL using Guppy v1.5.1 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies). For subsequent polishing, we used Guppy v3.0.3 (with parameters -c dna_r9.4.1_450bps_hac.cfg), then adaptor were then trimmed with Porechop v0.2.4 [16] with default parameters. YACRD v0.5.1 [17] with the subcommand chimeric and the option --filter detected was used to remove chimeric reads.
Whole genome alignments:
Genomes were aligned using LAST v979 [18] . A database was first generated (last-db -cR01), and then lastal and last-dotplot with default parameters were used to generate respectively an alignment file and a dot-plot. For the circular visualization of genome alignments, we used the command lastal with -f BlastTab parameter, and parsed the alignment with a custom python script (available on request) to generate the links file needed by Circos [19] .
Read mapping:
Validation of genomes during and after assembly involved rounds of read mapping.
Reads were aligned with Minimap2 v2.16r922 [20] (with parameters -ax map-ont). The resulting mapping file was processed with Samtools v1.9 [21] to obtain a sorted BAM file (samtools view -bS -q 1 -F 4; samtools sort; samtools index). Mapping results were visualized with IGV v2.5.0 [22] .
Genome assembly:
Assemblies were performed with Canu v1.7 [23] and the parameters useGrid=False, genomeSize=30m, correctedErrorRate=0.16 with reads basecalled by Guppy v1.5.1.
For the manual curation of the assemblies, we generated whole assembly alignments and dot-plots of Swe1, Swe2 and Swe3 two by two. For Swe1 and Swe3, Canu contigs were ordered by synthesizing the results from the 3 possible all-against-all alignments.
To confirm a link between two contigs, we employed the following strategy: when a contig of the Swe1 assembly spanned two contigs of Swe3, long reads of Swe1 present in this spanning area were extracted from the Swe1 corrected and trimmed reads provided by Canu. Then this set of reads was mapped on Swe2 and Swe3 assemblies.
The two targeted contigs of Swe3 were considered 'linked' if different parts of several unique reads mapped on the two Swe3 contigs ends. If the reads that supported the link had different mapping orientation (forward or reverse), one contig was complemented before the last step (see Solve links between contigs) to ensure a correct orientation of the final chromosome.
To guide correct assembly, we also searched for centromeres in the contigs. They were identified as highly duplicated regions in the all-against-all alignment dot-plots produced by LAST. The identification of the repeated canonical telomeric sequence (TTAGGG)n [8] and its reverse complement (CCCTAA)n at the beginning or end of certain contigs allowed the identification of chromosome ends. The Dan1 assembly was manually curated using a similar strategy with the Dan2 genome as a reference.
Solving links between contigs:
Overlaps between linked contigs were identified by a BLASTn [24] alignment of their last 100 kb. Any duplicate sequence was trimmed out from one contig and both contigs were joined. The inferred junction was then validated by verification of the underlying read support. For the linked contigs that did not overlap, the sequence in the gap was extrapolated from the reads that matched and extended the ends of contigs, on the basis of alignments at the last 1 kb of each contig. These sequences were aligned with MAFFT v7.427 [25] . The alignment was visualized with SeaView [26] , and only the portion of the alignment strictly between the two contigs sequences was kept. Seaview also generated a consensus sequence (on the basis of 60 % sequence identify by default). The resulting sequence was inserted between the two contigs to link them and the supposed continuity verified by a further cycle of read mapping.
Assembly polishing:
Genome polishing was carried out with 2 or 4 iterative runs of RaCon v1.4.2 [27] and parameters -m 8 -x -6 -g -8 -w 500, by a run of Medaka v0.8.1 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) with the parameter -m r941_min_high.
Mitochondrial genome circularization:
Canu assembles small circular elements as contigs with tandem duplications of the element. We resolved the mitochondrial genomes as recommended by Canu's authors [7] . MUMmer suite v4.0.0.beta2 [28] was used to align the contig identified as the putative mitochondria on itself with NucMer and parameters --maxmatch --nosimplify .
Coordinates of a full copy were identified with the show-coords command and -lrcT parameters.
PCR:
PCR was carried out to test a genome rearrangement between Swe2 and Defining a set of 305 identical proteins:
Identical proteins shared by the two D. coniospora genomes available (Swe2 and Dan2) were recovered using a reciprocal best BLAST [24] hit strategy on the two proteomes. Proteins that were duplicated in one or both genomes were filtered out.
The set was further refined by only retaining proteins corresponding to mono-exonic genes.
Assessment of gene sequence in ONT-only assemblies:
tBLASTn searches were run using the amino-acid sequence of the set of 305 identical proteins against the different nanopore only assemblies. A gene was considered as correct if the query coverage, i.e the ratio of alignment length over the query length, was equal to 1.
Data availability
Polished genomes of the strains Swe1, Swe3 and Dan1 are available on our institute website (http://www.ciml.univ-mrs.fr/applications/DC/Genome.htm). 
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Figure legends
Supplementary methods
GenBank query:
We queried the Assembly database on the NCBI website with: Homopolymer length in Swe1 #Swe1_diff_nbr Do the length is different between this strain and its reference? #Swe1_read_tot Number of read present in the neighbor of this homopolymer -CANU set #Swe1_read_support Number of read present in the strain supporting its homopolymer length -CANU set #Swe1_guppy_rq A remark on the support of this homopolymer in the full set of reads that was used to polish the genome -Guppy 3.0.3 #Swe1_guppy_ratio Ratio of reads supporting the alternate number of homopolymer #Swe3
Homopolymer length in Swe3 #Swe3_diff_nbr Do the length is different between this strain and its reference? #Swe3_read_tot Number of read present in the neighbor of this homopolymer -CANU set #Swe3_read_support Number of read present in the strain supporting its homopolymer length -CANU set #Swe3_guppy_rq A remark on the support of this homopolymer in the full set of reads that was used to polish the genome -Guppy 3.0.3 #Swe3_guppy_ratio Ratio of reads supporting the alternate number of homopolymer #zhang Homopolymer length in Dan2 (Reference for Dan1) #Dan1 Homopolymer length in Dan1 #Dan1_diff_nbr Do the length is different between this strain and its reference? #Dan1_read_tot Number of read present in the neighbor of this homopolymer -CANU set #Dan1_read_support Number of read present in the strain supporting its homopolymer length -CANU set #Dan1_guppy_rq A remark on the support of this homopolymer in the full set of reads that was used to polish the genome - 
